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KREG DRILLING JIG FOR LOADER RAILS

€35,99 (excl. VAT)

With the drill jig for loading rails, you can easily mount loading rails for drawers that fit perfectly and glide
smoothly. The drill template for loader rails is suitable for cabinets with or without a front frame and for

any type of rails, such as ball-bearing rails, epoxy-coated rails or bottom-mounted rails. This user-friendly
drilling template has two hooks that hold the rails in place while you drill the mounting holes in the

cabinet. With the built-in tabs, the hooks are easy to align on cabinets with a front frame, or with the
markings on cabinets without a frame. The hooks of the drill template for drawer rails are also reversible,

so that they can support the drawer itself while you attach the rails to it.

SKU: KRE-KHISLIDEINT
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Whether you want to refresh cupboards or create a completely new cupboard, the drawers are always a
challenge. With the drill jig for loading rails, you can easily mount loading rails for drawers that fit perfectly and
glide smoothly. The drill template for loader rails is suitable for cabinets with or without a front frame and for
any type of rails, such as ball-bearing rails, epoxy-coated rails or bottom-mounted rails. This user-friendly
drilling template has two hooks that hold the rails in place while you drill the mounting holes in the cabinet.
With the built-in tabs, the hooks are easy to align on cabinets with a front frame, or with the markings on
cabinets without a frame. Of course, you are not finished when the rails are mounted in the cabinet. This is why
the hooks on the drill template for drawer rails are reversible, so that they can support the drawer itself while
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you attach the rails to it.

PRODUCT INFORMATION

Indexing tabs with two positions
Suitable for cabinets with and without a front frame of at least 355 mm depth
Suitable for ball-bearing rails, epoxy-coated rails and bottom-mounted rails

DESCRIPTION

Whether you want to refresh cupboards or create a completely new cupboard, the drawers are always a
challenge. With the drill jig for loading rails, you can easily mount loading rails for drawers that fit perfectly and
glide smoothly. The drill template for loader rails is suitable for cabinets with or without a front frame and for
any type of rails, such as ball-bearing rails, epoxy-coated rails or bottom-mounted rails. This user-friendly
drilling template has two hooks that hold the rails in place while you drill the mounting holes in the cabinet.
With the built-in tabs, the hooks are easy to align on cabinets with a front frame, or with the markings on
cabinets without a frame. Of course, you are not finished when the rails are mounted in the cabinet. This is why
the hooks on the drill template for drawer rails are reversible, so that they can support the drawer itself while
you attach the rails to it.

DOWNLOADS

No download availble.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Weight 2 kg


